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Abstract. Ringel has shown that the set of vertices and regions of any norm:4 map on the sphere 
can be admissibly colored by six colors. In this paper, it is shown that the set of vertices, edges 
and regions of any normd map on the sphere tit? be admissibly colored with seven colors. 
The well-known ffour color conjecture that the chromatic number, 
x(G), of a planar graph G is at most four can be considered as a prob- 
lem in coloring either the vertices or the regions of a plane graph. Nu- 
merous other coloring problems have beer: studied since chromatic 
.number was first introduced. Among these alre coloring lines of a graph 
such that adjacent lines are colored differently (see for example [2J ), 
coloring vertices and edges of a graph such that two adjacent vertices 
‘do not both have the same color as their incident edge [81, and coloring 
vertices and edges uch that adjacent elemenrts and incident elements 
have different colors [ 11. 
Two vertices are adjar:ent if they are joined by an edge, two edges 
are adjacent if they have a common vertex, and two regions are ad- 
jacent if their boundaries have a common edge. We say that a vertex 
(edge) is adjacent o a region if it forms part of the boundary of the 
region. Also vertices u and v are each adjacent o edge uv. In 1: 5 ] and 
[ 61, Ringel introduced the problem of coloring vertices and regions of 
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plane gaph:s such that adjacent elements are colored differently. For 
example, the vertices and regions of the 3-prism (6 vertices, 9 edges, 
5 regions) can be colored with six colors, but not dth five colors- Al- 
. . thou& he has conjectured that any plane graph can be suitably colored 
lyith six colors he has not been able to show this in general. However, 
IQngeB has proved [5] that his conjecture holds for normd mWpphs. 
ki planar mlultigraph iscalled normal if each vertex is adjacent with ex- 
actly three edges and three regions. In this paper, we investigate uhe 
concep,t Of coloring vertices, edges and regions of plane graphs uch 
that idjacent elements are colored differently. This Concept h.:~ ah 
bzC~m studied by M. Neuberger (see [ 3]), a student of H. Izbicki. 
Formally, the entire chromatic number of plane multigraph G, de- 
noted x,(G) , is defined as the fewest number of colors required to color 
the elements (vertices, edges and regions) of G such that adjacent ele- 
ments are colored differently. For a given embedding of G, the entire 
graph e(G) of a plane multigzaph G is that graph with vertex set the 
vertices, edges and regions of G, and two vertices of e(G) are adjacent 
in e(G) if and only if they are adjacent elemlents in G. Note that 
G(G) = J&~(G)). We will show that for any normal multigraph G, 
x?(G) < 7. This is the best possible, since the complete graph on 
four vertices (4 vertices, 6 edges, 4 regions) requires even colors. This 
result was obtained by Neuberger on the assumption that the 4-color 
conjecture is true. Without assuming the 4-color conjecture, Neuberger 
was only able to prove that eight colors suffice. 
In coloring vertices and regions of normal graphs clearly seven colors 
are sufficient, fr>r one can color the regions with collars 1, 2, 3,4 and 5 
and then properly color the vertices with colors l-7 because ach ver- 
tex is adjacent o exactly sii:g other elements. Ringel has then shown that 
the seven colors can be reduced to six. By the same type of argument, 
it is easily seen that G(G j 5: 9 for any normal Multigraph G. That is, 
by Ringel’s tlleore:m we can 6-color the vertices and regions of G. Then, 
since each edge of G is adjacent o exactly eight other elements, nine 
colo:S are sufficient for coloring G. Another way for attempting to Ob- 
kin a bound for &(G:l is to consider the graph e(G) which has minimum 
degree ight, when G is normal without multiple edges. In [ 43, Mel’nikov 
dmwd that if a graph G has genus 7 2 1, then the minimum degree of 
G is at most -! (5 + ddmii). Thus in general, the genus af’ e(G) is at 
least three. Then b,y using the Heawood Map Coloring Theorem [ 71 the 
best we clould obtain for a bound for h(G) = x(e(G)) is nine, We will 
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show, by elementary methods, that s (G) i 7 for any normal multi- 
graph G. 
Theorem. For any ,vormal multigraph G, xc(G) 5 7. 
Proof. We use induction on P, the number of regions of G. For any nor- 
mal multigraph H, B’ 2 3, and if Y’ = 3, then H has exactly 2 vertices and 
3 edges. Thus H can be colored with 5 colors. 
We now assume that any normal multigraph i’i with less than r re- 
gions, r > 4, has x&I) <, 7 and let G be a normal multigraph with ex- 
actly r regions. We consider four different cases dlepending on the re- 
gion R of G which is adjacent o th$... <ewest edges;. Each of the last 
three cases will have a number of subleases. 
&se (1): R is a 2-gon as shown in Zg. 1. Since G is normal with 
more than two vertices, ur # u3, u2 + 4.1~ and ur # u4. Let G’ be the 
graph formed by removing one of thf. edges ~2~3 from G and absorbing 
vertices v2 and v3 into edge v1 v4. Then G’ is a normal multigraph with 
less than r regions and is thus 7-color +ble with c clors 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 
used as shown. We ihen color G the same as G’ for all elements which 
they both have and color the other ehements as shown. 
C-rst (2): R is a triangle as sho@n in Fig.. 2. After shrinking R to a 
sir;de vel tex, the resulting multig*raph G’ is iaormal with less than r 
regions. Then G’ can be 7-colored as shown, whe:re 1, 2 and 3 are dis- 
tinct colors and a, a’, b, b’, c, c’ and d represent various colors among 
1, 2, 3,4, 5,6, 7. The various Vi, ej represent the colors that will be 
Fig. 2. 
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assigned to the respective verti ces and edges. Since the edge colored a’ 
is adjacent in G to only 5 elements already colored, a’ can represent 
either of two colors. Thus wit!tout loss of generality we can assume 
a’# 3,E’+ 2,andc’f 1. 
Subcwe (i): (a, b, c) $ {4,5,6,7) . Then a = 3, b = 2 or c = 1, say 
a = 3. Then let el = 3, e2 = 2, e3 =l, 
uz E {4,5,6,7) - {b, b’), vg E {4,5,6,7) - (c’, ci v2 ), 
q E (4, %6,71- Ia’, 9 9 9 1, 
and R is colored with a color from (4,5, o, ‘7) - {vr , 112, v3 }. This gives 
a. 7<oloring of G. 
Subcase (iii): {a, b, c)C {4,5,6,7): Let v1 = 3, v2 = 2 and v3 = 1. If 
at least +JVO of a’, b’, c’ are the same color, say a”= b’, then let 
e2 E C4,5,6, W-tb’, c’h e3 E 14,5,6,7Ha’, c’, e2 I, 
q E i4,5,6,7Hd e2, q I. 
Otherwise a’, b’, c’ are all distinct elements of {ii, 5,6,7) and we select 
e1 = c’, r ., =a’ and e3 = b’. FinaUy, R is cohxed with a color fron;. 
C4,5,6,7I-k+, e2, e3 I. 
‘Thus in each subcase we have a ‘I-coloring cpt’ G. 
&se (3): R is a quadrilateral with retions R 1, R 2. R3 and R, as 
sihown in Fig. 3. We may suyp~osr:, without loss of’ ;$nerality, that R 1 
and R3 are distinct and non-aldjacen t. Now rejnov: the edge between 
R, and R, the edge between R3 and R, and let their adjacent vertices 
be absorljed into the other edges. According to the in,iuctive assump- 
tion, the resulting normal multigraph 6’ can be 7-colored as shown, 
where a, b, c and d are among the colors 1) 2,s ., 4,5,6,7, 
‘We now obtain a coloring for G from the coloring of 6’. To dot his 
we consider a number of cases. 
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Subcase (i): a = 5, d ,= 3. We then color R with 1; 
v1 = v3 + 1,2,3,4,5,8; u2 = v4 # c, T,3,4,5,Vj ; 
el=e3#V1:~V2,1,3,4,5; e2=e4fvI,v2,el,l,3,5. 
Subcase (ii): a = 5, d + 3. Then color R = d, :lnd let 
Ul - - v3 # 2,3,4,5,b,d; v4 # v1 , 3,4,d,l,S; e3 + 4,d,5,v3, v4 ; 
e4 # W, %q ,v4,e3 ; el + 5,4,d,vl,e4 ; v2 + d,cA%q ,q ; 
e2 # 4 03 ,t2,el ,e3. 
Subcase (iii): a :f 5. Color!? = 5 and successively et v2, v3, v4, q, Q, 
e2# e3 and e4 be any color which has not already been used on the ele- 
ments adjacent o it. 
Case (4): R is a pentagon labeled as shown in Fig. 4. Again, two of the 
Ri are distinct and non-adjacent, say R 1 and. R, . By removing edges x1 
and x3, we obtain a normal multigraph G’ which can. be 7-colored as 
shown, where b and the various ai and di represent colors from among 
1,2,3, L$ 5,6,7. We again use the coloring of G’ to obtain a ‘T-coloring - 
of G by considering anumber of different subcafies. 
Subcase (i): 2 # d2 # 3. Without loss of generality, we can let 
d, = 4. Color R with 4 and observe that if vl, v4, us, e4 and e5 have 
all been properly selected we may properly color, us ng colors 1,2,3, 
4,5,6,7, the remaining elements of G by choosing c.,nsecutively v2, 
v3, el, e3 and e2. We now show how to select v1 ) u4, us P eB and es de- 
pending on properties of the vertex colored a5. SHnce the edge colored 
dS is adjacent in G to only five elements already co&red, we may as- 
sumed # 1. 
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(&)a5 # 1. Let u5 = 1; e4 + 1,2,4,d,,d,; es + 3,4,1,ds,dr,eh; 
v,~ # 1 ,2J,d4,eq,q ; and v1 7t 1,3&J, l a1 ,es .
(PIas = 1. We can suppose that d, # 2 and let es = 2; e4 = 1; 
q # 1,3,4,a,,&2; ~5 # 1,2,3,4,@~, and 
vA + 1,2,4P&~ J+. 
We have properly selected v1 , v,~, us, e4 and e5 and hence in sub- 
case (i) G can by 7-colored. 
Su bcase (ii): d, = 2 or d, = 3. From the symmetry about region R, 
we can assume without loss of generality that J, = 2. ‘Jnder this sub 
case we consider two possibilities ldependi.cg 81: . . 
(a) b = 3. By recoloring if necessary we cdfi . . ,A d5 # 1, d, # 2 
and1 d4 + 3. Then choose e3 = It L .; e4 := e2 = 1 and 
e5 = 2. 
(A) Suppose {a4, d4 ) u {a,, d, } # {4,5,6. ‘:\. I’her choose 
I.+ = V~ E {4,5,6,7}-({a4, & 7. i1 {G] , d, 3); 
q E (4,5,6,73-(d~,a,,l~,.;. 
Since a3 # a2, me of a2 and a3, say a3 :, is 1st ~5 + Let ~3 = ~5 and 
81~ E (4,5,6,73 - {v3, vl, a2 3. Then color R - 7% nent of 
(4,5,6,73 - (vE , v2, v3 3 w 
JO Suppose {a4, d, ) U {aI, d, ) = {Al2 ,t: J '.%en pick vr = 
; 1.3 r: 13,5,6,7) - {d,, !ar, a3 3. We can call fti_~* coIr.~ 4E {a4, da 3 . 
*‘f 4 E (a,, d, ), let v2 = v5 E {5,6,73- %, , gjg 4 3, ~4 E (4,5,6,73 
,- . _ d4, us 3 and color R with an element s-ii‘ {A,5,6,73-{v3, v4., v5 3. 
$ 4 $ IaS, d5 3 and a2 E {a,, ds 3, then select + = us E { 5,6,73 
---(as, d5 ), v4 E {4,5,6,73-(a4, d4, us 3 and cofr_,~R as previously. 
U44 ia& anda f= 4, then let us E {5,6,73 - IaS, ds 3, v2 = 
~4 E (4,.%6,73--( a4, v5, d4 3 and color R with an element of 
I4,%6,73- Cv3 3v4r us 3. 
If4 $ (a,, d, 1, a2 # 4 and a:!: $ {a5 s d, ), then we can suppose a2 = 5 
and .[a5, ds ] = (6,73.-Choose v:! = v4 E (6,7)--{a4, d4 3, v5 = 5, and 
use the remaining color on R. 
Tlws in subcase (ii) with b = 3, we can obtain a 7-cdoring of G. 
@) b # 3. We suppose, without loss of generality that b = 4. Since 
a2 + as, we consider a nu,mber of different possibilities de- 
pending on a2 and a3 after choasing d, + 2 cid & + 1. 
Also we let R’ denote the color which will be assigned to re- 
gion R. 
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(A)Supposeaz=3. LeteS =2,e4 = l,el =3,vg =3ande* = 1. 
If 4E @4,&l n ia,, d, 1 ,then let ~4 = q E {5,6,7) - Iq, &+q, dr 1 
and ~5 # 1,2,3,dS,as,v,. Also let v2 = v5 if vg St 4, and vI? E (5,6,7} -- 
@r 3 ifvg = 4. Then we let R’ E {5.6,7} - {q, v2, v5 } :lnd e3 # 1,2,3, 
RY, v& l 
If at least one, say {Gi, di } , of {ad, d4 } and {aI, d, ) does not con- 
tain4,thenleti#iJ= 1 or4.Pickvi=4andvS =v2 E {5,6,7)- 
IaS, d, 3. Select Vj =4if4$ (apdi) andviE (5,6,?)- {vg,aj,dj! if 
4E {apdj). We th en color R with an element of (5,6,7}-- (I+, v~, u1 } 
and choose e3 # 1,2,3,v,,d,,R’. 
(B) Supposea = 3. Let e2 = 1 = e4, es = 2 and v2 = 3. 
If {3,4) = {a,, dq}, then let vI = v4 E {5,6,7}-{a,, d, ). Let v3 = 
v5 E {4,5,6,7) - {vl,dS,as 3 if 4 E (as, d, }. Otherwise, let v5 = 4 and 
1.9 E {5,6,7)-{v, 3. Then let R’ E (5,6,7)-{v,, v3 ); e3 # 1,2,d4,vq,v3, 
R’; and el # 1,2,3,R’,u,,dl. 
If {3,4} # (a,,dq), then select v4 E {3,4}-{a,, d4j and us = 
v3 E {5,6,7H.a~, ds I* Let v1 = 4 if 4 $ (aI, d, ) and v1 E (5,6,7) 
-(us, al, dI }, otherwise. Then select R’, el and e3 as previously. 
(C) Suppose a2 # 3 # a3. We let e2 = 1 = e4, es := 2 and then pick 
v1 , . . . . us, and R’ such that el and e3 may be colored as in (B). 
If4tf {aS,dg} and3E (a4,d4),letvs =4andvlE~5,6,7)-~al,dl 1% 
Lfq 4 Ia4,d4Metv4 =v1,v3 = 3, v2 E {5,6,7)-(a2$ vI ), R’E (5,6,7) 
-(v 1, v2 }. Otherwise, choose v2 = u4 E { 5,6,7} - Iv1 , a2 1, ~3 = 3 ant” 
R’ E 15,6,71- (vr, v2 3 
If4$ (as,ds) and3$ {a,,dq),thenletvg ==4,v2 =v4 =3, 
v1 E (5,6,7)-(aI, d,}, v3 E {5,6,7)-{a31 and R’E {5,6,7)-(v,,v3 ). 
If4E {as,dg), thenletq E {5,6,7)-{al,dl). Letv4 =q if 
{a4, d4 ) = {3,43, and select v4 as either 3 or 4 if (a4, d4 ] # { 3,4}. 
Next choose us E {5,6,7}-(as, d,, v1 ). One of a3 and a2 is ilot us. If 
a3 # v5, let v3 = u5 and v2 = 3. If a3 = v5 and v,, = 3, then let u3 = v1 
and v2 = 3. IIf a3 =v5 andv4 #3,1etv3 =3and’v2 =v5. Finally, let 
R’ E (5,6,7)- {vr, v5 }. 
Thus, under (ii.&C) we have 7-colored G, which completes the Proof 
of Case 4. By the Euler formula, each planar multigraph as at least one 
region with fewer th:an six sid.es. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Finally we close with a conjecture for the entire chromatic number 
of planar graphs. 
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Cos~jectmee., If G is Ic! b ,‘cne grq 72, then xJG) :S 4 -t- A(G), where A(G) 
denotes the mtxinwn degree of the vertices of G. 
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